a punishment for Germany, it isn’t fair that half of their own country was taken away from them and then people were just expected to be okay living in a completely different country to the one they were living in a few months before they decided to change the country; this could have made lots of the German people angry and may have encouraged them to want revenge more, and if lots of people with the same views are living in lots of different countries then there will all become allies and may be more powerful than the victorious nations. Some Germans lived in countries that were ruled by foreign governments. This could have been a problem because the German people might not have understood what that government wanted as there could have been a language barrier between them and the German people could have been doing something wrong, but they may not have understood that what they were doing was wrong. Following this, the loss of land seemed to be about making Britain superior to all of the other countries. I think this because they shared all of Germany’s overseas colonies with France and they were making their empire even bigger and better. This is unfair because Germany didn’t do any damage to Britain as a country because almost all of the fighting was in Belgium and France. Britain only came into the war because they were allied with France, so Germany shouldn’t have to pay Britain back because it was Britain’s decision to join the war and Germany didn’t attack them. Technically, Britain attacked Germany when it joined the war because – even though Germany planned the schliffen plan and they were preparing to go through Belgium, attack France and then go to fight Russia once France had been defeated – their plans never did involve Britain and they weren’t going to until Britain stepped into the war. Germany may have had to pay France back with some of their colonies to make up for the damage that they had done to their country when they were fighting, but they should never have been forced to give any of their colonies to Britain. To end wit, the Saar was taken over by the league of nations, and this wasn’t fair because the Saar was one of the main ways that Germany made money, and if Germany was expected to pay £6.6 million back for ‘causing the war’ then they would need to have some sort of industry running to help them pay it off, but instead all of that money was given to the league of nations as they had taken over the Saar.